SPEED THAT WINS

60" Racing-Craft in Lincoln Park Lagoon.

RACING-CRAFT
SAIL-BOAT
KITS

ON SALE AT THE
THORNECRAFT EXHIBIT
CENTURY OF PROGRESS
Racing-Craft Sail Boat Kits introduce a new thrill into making and sailing model boats! They come to you made up in Kit Form. Everything you need to complete a racer of the speediest kind is included in your kit. As you choose your own colors, paint is not included.

These boats have ACTUALLY WON races. That's what you want to know—the kits are all designed with highest speed efficiency in mind. Sizes have all been selected to permit entry in National or International events—under Men's or Boys' Rules.

In purchasing any of the many sizes offered it's more than assuring to KNOW that your first step is decidedly in YOUR favor.

To build boats that win races it is vitally necessary to understand the perfection of balance found in these fleet craft. To lead the others you need to have just the right buoyancy—just the right weight—height—these are all correctly figured for you—and Built into the kits. By this method only the most pleasant job is left to you. All you need to do is carve, paint and rig your racer.

An old Seaman—wise in the ways of the waves, lends his masterful touch to every Racing-Craft boat. His ships are always winners—that is precisely what you want. The incredible speed and sailing qualities stamp these boats as unique and exclusive in the field. Depend on them for their utterly unmatchable performance in the water.

It's amazing the way these Midget Models clip away with sensational record breaking speed—they cut the water just like their bigger counterparts—majestically leading every race—be they captured by a man or boy!

Only THORNECRAFT makes this popular priced set-up—and its price makes this thrilling hobby possible to even the smallest purse!
BUILD BOATS THAT WIN RACES

15" . . $ 1.00
22" . . 2.50
30" . . 4.75
36" . . 7.50
45" . . 9.50
60" . . 17.50

25c The Year’s Step-up Kit Sensation! 25c

The only one of its kind—complete—from hull to sail. Just the set to “try it out on”—inexpensive and furnishes lots of fun—hours of enjoyment—a wonderful little model for both men and boys—it’s the introductory number to the larger models. Get one now.

THORNECRAFT, INCORPORATED
RACING-CRAFT DIVISION
4311 Ravenswood Avenue Chicago